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Blade dancer guide

s what I came up with atm. This will build decently good work for casual/midcore pve/pvp (mostly large-scale pvp). I'm still pretty new to Archeage so if there are some important skills/combos I'm missing please tell me how to adjust the build. I want to keep songcraft 6 passive but without some tools in Battle/Shadow is hurting me too much I can drop a point
in Song. Posted by bladeandsoulbag on March 3, 2016 This is a PVE guide for high DPS with Bladedancer. Guide for LV45 players with HongMoon level 00. If you are interested in PVP with Bladedancer, you can check out this guide here So I want to try Blade Dancer. This is what I planned to use wise skills. Focusing on Agriculture PvE, when I get better
gear I'll probably need to switch some skills, what do you think this farming wise will be OK? thanks wolfing731 for building :))Now we get to cake. So full skin it's a no-brainer. But what about the second-level statistics? ArmorHead (HP, Res, Str)Chest (HP, Res, Str) Belt (Toughness, Focus, Str)Wrists (Toughness, Focus, Str)Hands (HP, Res, Str)Pants (HP,
Res, Str)Feet (HP, Res, Str)WeaponsMain hand what I should use, thinking of going dagger to reduce GCD? Offhand it's not the problem, but I like the axe so I'll go with that. Main Hand (Melee crit rate, Melee crit dmg, Str)Offhand (Melee crit rate, Melee crit dmg, Str)Bow (Melee crit rate, Melee crit dmg, Str)Flute (Melee attack, Evasion, Str)What do you
guys think does it sound good ? Page 2 22 comments
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